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NMR Study of 17O Transverse Relaxation in YBa2Cu3sss16O12c
17Ocddd7
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NMR transverse relaxation (TR) measurements of17Os2, 3d in YBa2Cu3s16O12c
17Ocd7 are presented.

A Gaussian-like relaxation is found. The origin of this relaxation is investigated by varyingc, the
temperature, the external field, and by comparing it with the17Os4d site. Our results are consistent with
a model in which this relaxation is caused by the dynamical fluctuation of copper nuclei, including
spin-lattice and flip-flop processes. With this model we can also explain the TR of89Y and 63Cus1d.
We use our results to reanalyze previous NMR63Cus2d TR data and find the dynamical exponentz  1.
[S0031-9007(97)02758-0]

PACS numbers: 74.25.Nf, 74.62.Dh, 74.72.Bk
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Transverse and longitudinal nuclear spin relaxati
measurements, carried out by spin echo NMR, have b
very successful in determining some of the electro
properties of high-Tc superconductors. The compariso
between89Y, 17O, and63,65Cu longitudinal relaxation in
YBa2Cu3Oy (YBCOy) gave the first clues to the existenc
of antiferromagnetic correlations in the normal sta
[1], and 63,65Cu transverse relaxation (TR) provided th
temperature dependence of the static part of the stagg
susceptibilityxsQAFd [2–5]. Recently, the interpretation
of copper TR has been taken even further and is n
used to distinguish betweens- andd-wave theories [6], as
well as between models of critical behavior in the norm
state [7,8]. In contrast, there is very little published da
on the TR of 17O in YBCO [9], and the forces which
control it are not understood. As we demonstrate he
studying this relaxation provides the clue to understand
the TR of all nuclear species in the structure, other th
the plane copper [63,65Cus2d]. In addition, it allows us
to clarify some of the assumptions used in63,65Cus2d TR
data analysis, and leads to a reevaluation of the dynam
critical exponentz. We find thatz  1, and not2 as
previously thought [8]. Finally, we hope that our finding
will accelerate the ongoing efforts to use TR of oth
nuclei as probes of the CuO2 electronic system [10].

The TR is measured by apy2 p pulse sequence
The pulses are separated by timet, and an echo appear
at time 2t with an amplitudeMx which decreases with
increasingt. The rate of echo size decay is usua
ascribed to two elements: (I) the Lorentzian contributi
of the spin lattice relaxation (1yT2L), and (II) the nuclear
spin-spin relaxation. The latter contribution reflec
on the coupling constants in the secular part of t
two spin nuclear HamiltonianH12  h̄fi2jazIi,zIj,z 1
i2ja'sIi,1Ij,2 1 Ii,2Ij,1dy4g, where a'  ax 1 ay .
When the nuclear spinsIi andIj belong to the same iso
tope (“like spins”), the perpendicular couplinga' gen-
erates the flip-flop transitions (“dynamical” TR) and th
longitudinal couplingaz is responsible for nonrefocusabl
field fluctuations (“static” TR).
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In YBCOy, the echo decay of the plane copp
[63Cus2d] has the form Mxs2td  expf22tyT2L 2
1
2 s2tyT2Gd2g, whereMxs0d ; 1. Up to now, the Gauss-
ian part ofMx has been accounted for solely by the pu
static case (az ¿ a') of like-spins coupling [2] where
it is given by sT sta

2G d22 
c
8

P
Rfi0 jazsRdj2. The sum is

taken over all copper sites at positionR, and c is the
isotopic concentration. The dynamical contributions
either the like-spins coupling or the unlike-spins couplin
are considered to be negligible, or to contribute only
the Lorentzian part of the echo decay.

In this Letter we show, both experimentally and th
oretically, thatthe Gaussian part of the echo decay ca
contain unlike-spins dynamical contribution as well. In
particular, the17O has a Gaussian TR which stems sole
from these dynamical modulations. We account for th
TR by a model which is based on dipolar field fluctuatio
at the oxygen site due to copper nuclear spin dynam
the same model was used by Walstedt and Cheong to
plain the echo decay of17O in La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 at 100 K
by means of Monte Carlo simulations [11]. We, in co
trast, develop an analytical approach which allows us
obtain the total copper fluctuation rate from the17O TR
while also explaining the TR data of89Y and the chain
copper [63,65Cus1d]. Based on our model we show how
to subtract the contribution of unlike-spins coupling
63,65Cus2d TR. This allows a more accurate determin
tion of 63263az [and therefore ofxsQAFd] [2–5].

Our measurements are performed on YBa2Cu3
s16O12c

17Ocd7 samples in which17O is exchanged mainly
with the planar O(2,3) and apical O(4) sites by the meth
described in Ref. [12]. We prepared samples in whi
c  0.2, 0.06, and 0.02. These ratios are verified by
intensity measurements of the NMR signal. The samp
are also oriented in the method detailed in Ref. [13]. T
TR measurements are made on the oxygen central
(61y2 transition) in a fieldH k c of 7.5 T. We record
the entire echo intensity after2t and Fourier transform
it to obtain the spectral line. We then integrate only t
high frequency half of the spectrum of the O(2,3) lin
© 1997 The American Physical Society 3547
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thus avoiding contamination from parts of the sam
which have oxygen deficiencies. These deficiencies ca
a distribution of internal fields and shift the line towar
lower frequencies. By using a short repetition time of t
pulse sequence (every 0.05 sec) we almost saturate
17Os4d nuclear spin transition and therefore minimize
contribution to the O(2,3) lines. Using a long repetitio
time (every 0.5 sec) we can also maximize the signa
the 17Os4d. One such spectrum is shown in the inset
Fig. 1. The shaded part represents the portion of the l
used to determine the TR.

The echo decays of the17O at T  100 and300 K in
the three samples are shown in Fig 1 on a semilog sc
and as a function ofs2td2 (the curves are displaced for cla
ity). Three features are readily apparent in this figure:
the relaxation rate increases with increasing temperat
(II) the relaxation curves could be well fitted to a Gauss
down to,5% of their initial value, with small deviations
seen only after2t  0.8 msec; (III) for a given tempera
ture, there is hardly any difference in the relaxation rate
samples of different isotope concentration. The last f
ture allows us to conclude that neither static nor dynam
like-spins coupling could be responsible for this Gauss
TR of the17O, as it would yield a change of factor 3 in th
slope of the lines between the different samples [2,14]

Therefore, in order to extract physical parameters fr
our experimental results, we must use an unlike-spins c
pling model which produces a Gaussian relaxation. S
a model was first provided by Klauder and Anderson,
the basis of Lorentzian diffusion [15]. In their model, th
dipole field at the observed nuclear site (i) fluctuates along
the ẑ direction due to dynamical fluctuations of near
“unlike” nuclei (j). They found that the relaxation is de

FIG. 1. The spin echo decay of17O at the O(2,3) site in three
samples of YBa2Cu3s16O12c

17Ocd7. The curves are displace
for clarity. The inset shows the17O central (61y2) line shape
at a slow repetition time of 0.5 sec. The shaded areas are
to determine the echo decay.
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termined by two parameters: the line widthi2jl of the
instantaneous field distribution, caused by nucleij at the
site of nucleii, and the fluctuation ratejn of nuclei j.
The Gaussian dynamical relaxation rate was given by

siT
dyn
2G d22 ~ i2jl jn . (1)

However, there are two elements in their derivation whic
prevent us from using it directly: (I) it is restricted to fluc
tuations of spin1y2 nuclei, and (II) their approximation
yields a relaxation line shape which is always Gaussian,
contrast to laboratory experience (see below). For tho
reasons (and for completeness) we present here a dif
ent, and more primitive, derivation of a dynamical Gaus
ian line. Our derivation bypasses the discussion on t
dynamical source, but, in turn, allows for the desired lin
shape variation. We describe the17O spin as a classical
vector and allow the magnetic field to hop with a proba
bility n per unit time between different values along theẑ
direction. If there aren hops at timest1, . . . , tn before the
py2 pulse andm hops at timestn11, . . . , tm1n between
the py2 and thep pulses, the phase acquired by the sp
in the rotating reference frame (RRF) would be

un,m  vn1m11s2t 2 tn1md 1

mX
j2

vj1nstn1j 2 tn1j21d

2 vn11stn11 2 td 1 vn11st 2 tnd

1

nX
i1

visti 2 ti21d , (2)

where thev’s are the precession frequencies in the di
ferent time intervals, and thep pulse reverses the sens
of precession at timet. This definition of thep pulse
is equivalent to the experimental one. The probabili
of finding suchn 1 m hops is exps2n2td

Qn
i1 ndti 3Qm

j1 ndtn1j. We employ the strong collision approxi-
mation, namely, that after each hop the system can
sume any frequency from its equilibrium distribution in
the RRF which we take here to be the Lorentzianrsvd 
lyfpsv2 1 l2dg. The transverse magnetization is a su
over different numbers of hops, at different times, with a
possible frequencies after each hop, taking into acco
their appropriate probability, and is given by

Mxs2td 
X̀
n0

X̀
m0

nn1m exps2n2td
Z

· · ·
Z

cossun,md

3

n1m11Y
l1

rsvlddvl

nY
i1

dti

mY
j1

dtn1j . (3)

In the integrations, causality (ti . ti21) must be re-
spected. The evaluation of this series [16] gives

Mxs2td 
n exps22ltd 2 l exps22ntd

n 2 l
. (4)

When the fluctuation rate is large, namely,n ¿ l, the
relaxation has the familiar exponential shape. On t
other hand, whenn . l, the line shape at early time
could be approximated using the expansion
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Mxs2td > 1 2
1
2

lns2td2 1 . . . > e2
1

2
s2tyT

dyn
2G d2

, (5)

defining 1yT
dyn
2G in our model. Since the strongest cou

pling of the 17O is to the neighboring copper nuclei, an
since these nuclei have the fastest fluctuations, we c
clude that1y17T2G probes the total Cu fluctuation rate
including spin-lattice and flip-flop rates (nff). Indeed, if
we approximate17263l , 6.2 radymsec from the unlike-
spins second moment of the near neighbors copper nuc
dipolar field, and63n , 10 msec21 from 63T2G data, we
find thatl , n and a Gaussian relaxation is expected.

We can check the model by comparingT2G of 17O on the
O(4) site (Os4dT2G) and on the O(2,3) site (Os2,3dT2G). At
a temperature of 300 K and slow repetition time, the O(
and O(2,3) lines are well separated, as shown in the inse
Fig 1, and we can determine their TR separately. In Fig
we depict the TR of17O on both sites. It is clear from the
solid lines which are parallel that no difference betwe
the relaxation rates in the two sites is observed with
experimental accuracy. UsingsOs4dT2GyOs2,3dT2Gd2 
Os2,3d2Cus2dlyOs4d2Cus2dl [see Eq. (1)], we estimate tha
1yOs4dT2G should be only 0.92 times smaller than
1yOs2,3dT2G , which is in agreement with our measuremen
In contrast, if there would have been any transferr
interaction between copper and oxygen, we would exp
Os2,3d2Cus2dl to be much larger thanOs4d2Cus2dl. Therefore,
our results indicate that the Cu-O coupling is dipolar. W
also check that the data taken in two different fields (wi
two different spectrometers) are indistinguishable, as th
should be in our model (see Fig. 2).

Another test for the model is provided by the89Y data.
Here we findY-Cus2dl  0.12 radymsec (considering the
dipolar second moment of near neighbors only) which

FIG. 2. The spin echo decay of17O at the O(2,3) and
O(4) sites and at external fields of 7.5 and 11.5 T
YBa2Cu3s16O0.94

17O0.06d7. The curves are displaced for clarity
The solid lines are parallel.
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much smaller than the Cu fluctuation raten. In that case
we expect [from Eq. (4)] the TR to have the exponenti
shape exps2tyT2d with a temperature independent1yT2 
2l. Indeed, Markertet al. found that aboveTc the89Y has
a temperature-independent exponential TR, with1yT2 
0.2 msec21% [17]. Our model thus explains the relaxatio
shape, the lack of temperature dependence, and the o
of magnitude ofT2 for the yttrium in the normal state
of YBCO.

We now turn to discuss the temperature dependence
the 17O TR. Since the oxygen spin lattice relaxation ra
17T1s,10 msecd is very slow on the time scale of the TR
we can safely ignore1yT2L and fit the echo decay curve
using only a Gaussian, and the first2t  1 msec of our
data. The results are presented in Fig. 3(a), where it is s
that 1y17T2G is monotonically increasing with increasing
temperature. We can try to account for this temperatu
dependence using Eq. (1) withn  1ys263T1d 1 63nff,
where1y63T1 and63nff are the spin-lattice and the flip-flop
rates of63Cu, respectively. Since63nff is due to the per-
pendicular like-spins coupling between63Cu, it could be
expressed as63nff  aj63263atra

' 1 63263a0
'j, wherea is

a proportionality constant of the order of unity,63263atra
'

is the temperature dependent transferred interaction g
erned by the electronic susceptibility, and63263a0

' is tem-
perature independent background interaction. We exp
63263a0

'  21.0 radymsec if it were solely determined by
dipolar coupling. In order to evaluate63263atra

' we use the
calculated ratio of longitudinal to perpendicular transferr
couplings63263atra

x  63263atra
z y10.2, and

63263atra
z  1.7y63T sta

2G , (6)

FIG. 3. (a) The temperature dependence ofs17T2Gd22. The
solid line is a fit to Eq. (7) as described in the text. Als
plotted is ly263T1 with l  4.6 radymsec (with T1 from
Ref. [18]). (b) Measured and corrected63263azzsT d deduced
for T2G measurements as described in the text. (c) Correc
plot of T1T s63263atra

z dz vs T for z  1 andz  2.
3549
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both taken from Penningtonet al. [2]. Thus, the tempera
ture dependence of63263atra

' could be determined from
the data for63T2G . Finally, the fitting function is

s17T
dyn
2G d22  l

µ
1

263T1
1 a

Ç
0.33

63T2G
1 a0

'

Ç∂
. (7)

Since there are only small variations in1y63T2G between
samples of different doping, we use the1y63T2G data
of Imai et al. [4], which were purposely taken in a low
applied field in YBCO6.9. The experimental values o
1y63T1 are taken from Hammelet al. [18]. Both data
have been linearly extrapolated up toT  450 K. The
best fit to Eq. (7) is obtained withl  4.6s7d radymsec,
a  0.8s1d, and a0

'  24.4s1d radymsec, and is pre-
sented in Fig. 3(a) by the solid line. Althougha0

' is
about4 times larger than expected from pure dipolar co
pling, the fact thatl anda have reasonable values furth
emphasizes that the17O transverse relaxation is cause
by copper nuclear spin fluctuations. Finally, in order
demonstrate the contribution of spin lattice relaxation p
cesses to the total copper nuclear dynamics we de
ly263T1 in Fig. 3(a). Clearly this contribution is sma
at all temperatures compared tos1y17T

dyn
2G d2.

Having demonstrated through the17O data that a Gauss
ian TR could stem from unlike-spins coupling, we obv
ously must question whether such a contribution occurs
copper nuclear TR. For example, Penningtonet al. found
that T2G of Cu(1) (Cus1dT2G) in YBCO is not due to like-
spins coupling. Using the same method applied for
O(4), but considering first and second near neighbors,
estimate that1yCus1dT2G  2.3 msec21. This is only 20%
less than the measured value and our model can exp
the magnitude of the Cu(1) TR quite naturally. Thus t
unlike-spins dynamical contribution to the copper1yT2G

is quite sizable in the published results on YBCO7, and
should be accounted for. In the case of63Cus2d, the most
important unlike spins would be the65Cus2d [11]. There-
fore, we write

s63T
exp
2G d22  s63T sta

2G d22 1
63265l
17265l

s17T2Gd22, (8)

where the second term on the right-hand side iss63T
dyn
2G d22,

and the superscript “exp” stands for experimental. Us
i2jl ~ i2jazz

p
jIsjI 1 1d 3 jc, a dipolar expression fo

17265l, and 65gy63g . 1, we expect63265ly17265l 
0.263263atra

z . Combining this result with Eq. (6) leads to
quadratic equation for63263atra

z which we solve separatel
at each temperature using our17O results and the data o
Ref. [4] for 63T

exp
2G . In Fig. 3(b) we plot63263atra

z after
correcting for the dynamic contribution with Eq. (8), an
for comparison, we show63263atra

z as obtained usually
It is clear from this plot that the dynamic contribution
quite large at high temperatures. Therefore, one sho
reanalyze the equationT1T s63263atra

z dz  const, where
z is the critical exponent in the scaling relationst ~ jz

of the correlation timet with lengthj [8]. In Fig. 3(c),
we clearly show thatz is much closer to 1 than to 2
3550
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(in agreement with the numerical work presented i
Ref. [19]). It is also seen in Fig. 3(a) that the dynamica
correction is getting smaller as the temperatures approa
Tc. We therefore claim that the data analysis of63T2G

performed in the superconducting state, and possibly t
conclusions drawn from it (e.g.,d-wave symmetry [6])
are valid.

In conclusion, the17O Gaussian transverse relaxation
in YBCO7 is due to dipolar field fluctuations emerging
from copper nuclear spin dynamics which is dominate
by flip-flop processes. We develop a general metho
which allows us to perform the necessary correction
the copperT2G on the basis of17O data.
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